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In recent times, there has not been a more critical
need to have access to and use technology,
for work, education and in healthcare, to help
patients and protect healthcare workers, as
the world adjusts to living during the COVID-19
pandemic.

that banking, discrete manufacturing,

The growing interconnectedness of

professional

process

technology has exposed manufacturing

manufacturing, and federal/central

services,

and industries such as power and utilities

government currently make the largest

relying on industrial control systems (ICS)

investments in BDA solutions.

that use OT and IT.

Concerns around the entire data life cycle,

In this issue we look at how international

including data quality, how it is generated,

standards help organizations make sure

stored, shared, who can access it and

the information they store about their

how it can be used means it is vital to

customers, employees and business

ensure data privacy and security.

partners is secure. We examine the
ISO/IEC 27000 family of standards, which

Added to this, online transactions enable

provides guidance on how to establish

Technology touches many aspects of

people to do business with people

an effective framework that ensures

our lives and generates masses of data.

worldwide. As a consequence, a growing

conformance with internal compliance as

Statistics show that currently 3,5 billion

number of regulations must be adhered

well as with external rules and regulations.

smartphone users send messages,

to, such as the European Union’s General

upload video and photo content and

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the

We also learn about how critical

use other apps on their phones which

California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).

infrastructure, such as power stations,

create data. We use medical devices to

manufacturing plants and traffic light

monitor our health. The data gathered is

However, these aren’t the only challenges

systems can be protected from innovative

stored and can be shared with healthcare

faced. In addition to IT environments,

malware which targets industrial

professionals and used for research. We

where the focus is on maintaining data

automation and control systems (IACS).

also make online purchases, reservations

confidentiality, there are operational

This can be done by implementing global

and financial transactions. To carry out

technology (OT) environments, where

best practices found in IEC 62443, which

all these activities, we must trust the

availability of data is paramount to ensure

is designed to keep OT systems running.

technology with our personal information.

that systems can continue to produce.

Furthermore, authorities, businesses and

The emergence of the industrial internet of

International Standards contribute towards

industry are increasingly implementing

things (IIoT) has resulted in the integration

products and systems which are being

data analytics to improve their products

of physical machines with networked

used to help fight the Covid19 virus,

and services. An IDC report indicates

sensors and software. This has increased

such as components found in medical

that worldwide big data and business

the possibility of computer failures, human

devices and robots, the latter of which are

analytics (BDA) revenue will be worth

mistakes, malicious attacks and natural

starting to be deployed in some intensive

USD 274,3 billion by 2022. It underlines

disasters to affect physical systems.

care units.

Further, we look at how different IEC
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Robots in the frontline of the fight
against COVID-19
As the virus pandemic continues to spread across the world, hospitals are turning to technology
to help treat patients and protect doctors and nurses in the process
By Michael A. Mullane and Catherine Bischofberger

Robots are increasingly expected to
do dull, dirty and dangerous work and
COVID-19 has put their usefulness under
the spotlight. Shopping warehouses, rely
heavily on robots and they are becoming
more commonplace in the cleaning

Robomart is controlled
remotely for safety reasons.
(Photo: Robomart)

industry and even in fast food restaurants.

Addressing societal concerns through
standards
It is clear that the virus will have a profound
impact on the economy and jobs. One of
the ironies of social confinement during the
COVID-19 crisis is that while it may protect

A recent article in Science Robotics suggests
that robots could be effective resources in
combating COVID-19. They can be used for
disinfection, to deliver medicine and food and
measure vital signs. A hospital at the epicentre of
the COVID-19 outbreak in northern Italy is giving
us a glimpse of what is possible.

The role of IEC standards

The Joint Technical Committee of IEC

workers’ health, in some cases it is also

and ISO on information technology

taking away their livelihoods. More qualified

IEC produces international standards

(ISO/IEC JTC 1) and several of its

jobs, such as accountants and surveyors,

and develops conformity assessment

subcommittees (SCs) prepare international

are not protected either. Robots are never

programmes for many of the technologies

standards which provide guidance to other

sick and can meet deadlines without fail.

that these robots incorporate, such as

IEC and ISO committees developing

sensors, batteries, and semiconductors.

applications for artificial intelligence, the

IEC is a founding member of the Open

IEC Technical Committee (TC) 47 includes

Internet of Things and cloud computing.

Community for Ethics in Autonomous

sensors in a number of its publications,

and Intelligent Systems (OCEANIS). This

including international standards for

In addition, IEC technical committees develop

global forum brings together organizations

Helping healthcare workers

components used in a variety of sensors.

standards for hardware components,

interested in the development and use of

such as touchscreens (IEC TC 110) and

standards as means to address ethical

In the town of Varese, close to Italy’s

Care robots and other assistive robotic

audio, video and multimedia systems and

matters in autonomous and intelligent

border with Switzerland, clinicians are

devices form part of the wider category of

equipment (IEC TC 100).

systems. IEC has also set up a group of its

using robots to check on COVID-19

Active Assisted Living (AAL) technologies.

patients. Equipped with a camera,

All are designed to enhance the quality

the robot allows medical staff to keep

of life of users and enable them to

an eye on their patients and medical

lead independent lives through the use

More broadly, as workers in factories

monitors.

of Information and Communication

around the world stay at home, scared of

While the issue of biased algorithms is often

Technology (ICT).

contracting the virus, many manufacturers

mentioned on the “ethics” agenda, an even

out there have probably contemplated

more important one is probably what kind

It has a friendly face with large eyes

own to identify ethical issues and societal

Robots at work

concerns relevant to its standardization
work and other technical activities.

designed to put patients at ease. In

The IEC Systems Committee on

moving their production lines to full

of future do we want. Artificial intelligence

addition to keeping doctors and nurses

AAL (SyC AAL), which started work in

automation. Farmers could use robotic

is already changing many aspects of daily

safe, the robot decreases the use of

2015, has the role of promoting safety,

help in their fields or in their greenhouses

life. AI-related technologies help boost

face masks and protective gowns,

security, privacy and cross-vendor

as the pool of temp workers dries up.

efficiency, solve problems and create

resources which are in short supply.

interoperability in the use of AAL

It also enables patients who are well

systems and services, and of fostering

While the pandemic brings the need

transformation must consider issues such as

enough to communicate with medical

standardization that enables their usability

for robots into sharp focus, it is only

privacy, security and integrity for the widest

staff. With over 60 sensors, the robot

and accessibility.

accelerating a trend that is already

possible benefit, to maximize public good

scalable individualized experiences. Digital

impacting low income jobs, more

while limiting the risk of inadvertent harm or

facial recognition, voice localization,

IEC TC 21 prepares international

especially in developed countries.

unintended consequences. Before deploying

video chat, obstacle avoidance and auto

standards for all secondary cells and

Automatic payment counters have

AI rapidly, ethical implications must be

charging.

batteries, including safety installation

become standard in most shops and

studied thoroughly. International standards

principles, performance, battery system

railway stations, for example, and people

developed by multiple stakeholders can

aspects, dimensions and labelling.

use them without any afterthought.

ensure the right balance is struck.

has the capacity for voice interaction,
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Eight things organizations should do to
ensure compliance with cyber security
regulations
International standards can provide guidance and support for complying with regulations such
as Europe’s GDPR or California’s CCPA
By Michael A. Mullane

An organization’s legal responsibilities have
always depended on its geographical location
or, sometimes, the geographical origins of
the data, but the world is becoming a smaller
place. The European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), for example, has
transformed the way data is treated everywhere,
as businesses opt to avoid the additional costs
of managing different data regimes. Comparable
laws giving local residents more control over
their data are starting to come into effect in other
countries. For example, the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) gives California residents the
power to demand the deletion of information.

including fines of up to EUR 20 million —

example, in the case of criminals taking

or 4% of global turnover, if the amount

advantage of poor security to steal credit

is higher.

card information. The phrase ‘actual
financial losses’ can also refer to a drop in a

In order to comply with an individual’s

company’s share price. This was the case,

“right to be forgotten”, for example,

for example, when Yahoo shareholders

organizations must be able to delete

brought a class action lawsuit after the

personal data whenever requested,

company’s market value dropped as a

wherever it resides. The GDPR also

result of criminals taking advantage of

best practices identified by the consensus

risk management-based approach to

ISO/IEC 27001. ISO/IEC 27014, which

enshrines the right to “data portability”: the

poor security to steal sensitive data. Yahoo

of the world’s leading experts, provide

managing people, processes, services

offers support on the governance of

idea that citizens should be able to transfer

settled for USD 80 million in early 2018.

invaluable help and support. There are

and technology. Using ISO/IEC 27001,

information security, recommends such

personal data easily between different

Organizations must ensure compliance with cyber security regulations

more than 40 standards that comprise

helps organizations to manage their

an approach. Other standards in the

service providers. The GDPR ensures that

It is essential, in terms of mitigating the

the ISO/IEC 27000 family of information

information security risks, including

family that support the implementation of

personal data is kept only with a client’s

risk of fines or litigation, that organizations

security management standards.

threats, vulnerabilities and impacts, as

ISO/IEC 27001 include: ISO/IEC 27005,

explicit consent, used only for the purpose

are able to demonstrate that their

This family provides requirements and

well as designing controls to protect the

which provides guidance on information

for which it was obtained and stored no

services are safe and that they are taking

supporting guidance for establishing,

confidentiality, integrity and availability of

risk management; and ISO/IEC 27004,

longer than absolutely necessary. Not only

reasonable care to protect the data of

implementing, maintaining and the

data and for regulating access to critical

which suggests metrics for evaluating

does permission to use data have to be

their customers and business partners.

continual improvement of an information

information systems and networks.

the effectiveness and performance of

clear and concise, but also users are able

In the event of a data breach due to

security management system. These

It emphasizes the importance of the

information security systems.

The GDPR covers a broad range of

to revoke it at any time. Organizations

inadequate protection measures, some

can be used to provide guidance and

ISO/IEC 27001 risk management process

personal data, including online identifiers

must follow strict guidelines to ensure that

legal systems view unkept promises made

support to an organization to address the

taking account of legal, regulatory and

The aim of an ISMS certification audit is to

such as IP addresses and cookies, and

data is always accurate and processed

to customers about safeguarding their

information security and privacy protection

contractual requirements. (See point 8)

verify that the organization has considered

at the other end of the scale, credit card

in a fair and consistent manner. If there

data as tantamount to engaging in unfair

requirements of GDPR to help them

and health information. It affects the way

are any security breaches, organizations

and deceptive practices. In 2017, the US

achieve compliance, for example.

that organizations collect personal data,

are bound by law to inform the relevant

health insurance company Anthem settled

how they store it and how they use it.

supervisory authorities in their countries

a class action lawsuit for USD 115 million

Here are eight things organizations can

In terms of mitigating cyber risk, the

these risks, this includes both information

Full compliance is a mandatory legal

within 72 hours.

over a breach that had compromised the

do to help satisfy the most stringent legal

first step every organization should

security and privacy protection controls.

GDPR

requirement to avoid severe sanctions,

Organizations must follow
strict guidelines to ensure
that data is always accurate.

8
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and assessed the cyber-risks it faces and
2. Commission an independent audit

that they have implemented an effective
and appropriate set of controls to mitigate

personal information of nearly 79 million

regulations with the help of IEC and ISO

take is to implement the ISMS standard

This certification audit should verify that

Different kinds of legal risk

people.

standards.

ISO/IEC 27001 and then commission an

the organization has taken account of

independent ISMS certification audit to

all business, contractual, legal and

Regulatory compliance is not the only

It is important to seek out good advice,

1. Establish an information management

ensure compliance with the requirements

regulatory requirements (e.g. GDPR) in its

challenge. Litigation poses a serious

not least because not knowing the law

security system (ISMS)

of ISO/IEC 27001. An ISMS certification

risk assessment. ISO/IEC 27014 provides

threat to organizations, especially in cases

has never worked as a defence for failing

will help organizations demonstrate their

guidance on establishing an information

where customers, employees or business

to comply. Fortunately, international

The ISMS requirements described

cyber-risk approach has considered local

security governance framework to ensure

partners suffer actual financial losses — for

standards, which are based on global

in the ISO/IEC 27001 defines a cyber

and international laws and regulations.

that the organization is properly addressing

Issue 02/2020 I e-tech
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is internal governance requirements in

of the GDPR is “data minimization”, which

supplier relationships, including supply

compliance with external rules and

means keeping data that can identify

chain and cloud service security.

regulations.

individuals for no longer than necessary.
ISO/IEC 27018, a code of practice for

3. Keep an accurate data inventory

8. Take out cyber-insurance

protection of personally identifiable
information (PII) in public clouds, contains

Organizations are strongly advised to have

It is impossible to manage risk effectively

important advice for the secure erasure

adequate cyber-insurance in place to cover

or to comply with regulations about access

of temporary files within a specified,

any operational or legal costs, including

and portability, without the implementation

documented period, a complementary

possible fines, related to serious breaches.

of an effective set of controls. For example,

standard is ISO/IEC 27017 which

ISO/IEC 27102 provides guidelines on

an organization should have an accurate

addresses the information security in the

cyber-insurance to cover potential financial

inventory of data and network assets.

cloud. Another standard, currently under

losses. The standard looks at the kind of

ISO/IEC 27002 is a code of practice which

development, ISO/IEC 27555 will provide

losses covered and what measures need

is a collection of such information security

guidelines on establishing a PII deletion

to be on place to satisfy the insurance

controls with guidelines for implementing

concept in organizations.

providers. ISO/IEC 27102 notes that an

these controls, for example, for identifying
information assets, defining appropriate

ISMS “can provide the insured and insurer
6. Implement an incident response plan

protection responsibilities and maintaining

with data, information and documentation
that can be used in cyber-insurance policy

an inventory that is up-to-date, consistent

An incident response plan is important in

inception, cyber-insurance policy renewal

and aligned with an organization’s other

terms of mitigating the risk of litigation.

and throughout the lifetime of that cyber-

inventories. ISO/IEC 27002 is a baseline

It also helps to ensure that the breach

insurance policy”.

control set supporting ISO/IEC 27001 and

notification requirements of the GDPR

the mitigation of cyber risk.

(72 hours) and of any other relevant laws

Cyber security for critical infrastructure
Many power stations and industrial plants are not equipped to deal with a new generation of
malware that targets industrial automation and control systems
By Michael A. Mullane

Critical infrastructure, ranging from traffic lights
to manufacturing plants and power stations,
are coming under increasing attack as a new
generation of malware specifically targets
industrial automation and control systems (IACS).

These systems include the supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) technology and
human machine interfaces (HMI) that are at the
very heart of the assets that keep modern society
safe and functioning.

Probably the best-known cyber-attack on
critical infrastructure was in the Ukraine
in 2015, when hackers successfully
infiltrated the electric utility’s SCADA
system. Key circuit breakers were tripped,

or regulations are respected. The two4. Implement a Privacy Information

part ISO/IEC 27035 presents principles

Management System (PIMS)

of incident management and a complete
guide to planning and preparing for

ISO/IEC 27701 is an extension

incident response.

to ISO/IEC 27001 that provides a
comprehensive set of operational controls

7. Don’t forget supplier relationships in

for implementing, maintaining and

your security strategy

continually improving a PIMS, including
privacy processing controls. Implementing

It is vital that an organization’s legal risk

ISO/IEC 27701 and ISO/IEC 27001 helps

mitigation strategy takes into account

to meet the EU GDPR’s requirement for

third-party relationships, which take the

“appropriate technical and organizational

security practices of the vendor into their

measures”. It maps its recommendations

own risk profiles. This was the case,

to the GDPR (Annex D).

for example, with the US retail giant,
Target, after hackers used the network

5. Facilitate portability and implement

credentials of a heating, ventilation and

a data minimization process

air-conditioning company to steal personal
data from tens of millions of credit and debit

The GDPR gives individuals the right to

cards. Target has paid USD 18,5 million

access their data and find out how it is

to settle multi-state claims, as well as

being used. ISO/IEC 19941 provides

another settlement of USD 10 million

support to organizations who need to

following a class action lawsuit in addition

enable their customers to move their data

to compensation of up to USD 10,000 to

or applications between non-cloud and

customers who have suffered directly from

cloud services, as well as between cloud

the data breach. The four-part standard

services. Another important requirement

ISO/IEC 27036 provides guidance on
The consequences of a cyber-attack on critical infrastructure could be devastating

10
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and the SCADA system was turned into

threats. A key issue, according to a recent

patch on security after the fact can at best

a “brick”, causing a system-wide power

IEC Technology Report, is that cyber

be only a quick fix and at worst comes too

blackout. It left nearly a quarter of a

security is too often understood only in

late to prevent the damage being done.

million people without electricity, in the

terms of IT (information technology). Those

middle of winter, for up to six hours.

responsible for security often overlook the

Critical infrastructure around the world

operational constraints in sectors such

continues to be at risk.

as energy, manufacturing, healthcare

A recently published IEC report on

or transport. The growth of connected

cyber security recommends prioritizing

Last October, reports from India

devices has accelerated the convergence

resilience over other more traditional cyber

eventually confirmed, following several

of the once separate domains of IT and

defence approaches. The report says

denials, that hackers had infiltrated the

operational technology (OT). From a cyber

that achieving resilience is largely about

country’s biggest nuclear power station, at

security perspective, the challenge is that

understanding and mitigating risks, as

Kudankulam in the southern state of Tamil

unlike business systems, IACS are actually

well as being able to detect and cope with

Nadu. According to the virus scanning

designed to facilitate ease of access from

security events when they happen. There

website VirusTotal, the hackers had

different networks.

is no way to prevent them completely.

A holistic approach

Even secure-by-design systems, although

managed to infect at least one computer
with the so-called DTrack spyware before

That is because industrial environments

safer, require continuous and pervasive

the breach was detected. Criminals in

have to cope with different kinds of

monitoring. IEC Standards for cyber

India had previously planted the DTrack

risk. Where IT security focuses in equal

security emphasize the importance

spyware in ATM machines to steal card

measure on protecting the confidentiality,

of applying the right protection at the

numbers and other personally identifiable

integrity and availability of data — the

information (PII). It is feared that this time

so-called “C-I-A triad” — in the world of

the perpetrators may have obtained a

OT, availability is of foremost importance.

large amount of data from the nuclear

Priorities for OT environments focus

plant, which could be sold to terrorists for

on health and safety and protecting

harm to people and to equipment. The

“The best solution is for SCADA systems

systems running. It can be applied to any

It is vital that this process is closely

nefarious purposes, such as sabotage or

the environment. In the event of an

retrofitting of appropriate and effective

to use security with their communication

industrial environment, including critical

aligned with organizational goals because

stealing radioactive material.

emergency in order to be able to protect

security measures has therefore become

protocols,” she says. “Security does not

infrastructure facilities, such as power

decisions about what steps to take to

personnel or to minimize the impacts

quite difficult for these SCADA systems.

necessarily mean encrypting messages,

utilities or nuclear plants, as well as in the

mitigate the impact of an attack can have

Meanwhile, according to reports, at least

of natural disasters, it is therefore vital

In the world of IT, for example, intrusion

but at least adding authentication and

health and transport sectors.

operational implications. “Resilience is

one oil installation in the Middle East

that operators can receive accurate and

detection and prevention systems

authorization as well data integrity

is among the victims of a new kind of

timely information and can quickly take

(IDPSs), are on the frontline of defence

checking, while still allowing packet-

The industrial cyber security programme

IEC report, “but must involve an overall

ransomware. As you might expect, the

appropriate actions, such as shutting off

against malware. IDPSs are usually

inspection of the messages themselves

of the IECEE — the IEC System for

business approach that combines

Ekans malware works by encrypting

power or shifting to backup equipment.

software applications that eavesdrop on

which can help IDPSs determine if invalid

Conformity Assessment Schemes

cyber security techniques with system

network traffic. Depending on how they

data is being passed.”

for Electrotechnical Equipment and

engineering and operations to prepare

are configured, IDPSs can do everything

Components — tests and certifies cyber

for and adapt to changing conditions,

from reporting intrusions to taking actions

security in the industrial automation sector.

and to withstand and recover rapidly from

The IECEE Conformity Assessment

disruptions”.

data and leaving a ransom note. The
Duuzer malware used against South

Protecting SCADA systems

Korean manufacturing plants in 2015

						
						

Critical infrastructure is coming under increasing attack from new malware which targets industrial 		
automation and control systems

IEC Standards for cyber
security emphasize applying
the right protection at the
appropriate points in the
system.

not just a technical issue,” warns the

SCADA systems, which are used to

aimed at preventing or mitigating the

and more dangerous about Ekans is that

oversee electric grids as well as plant

impact of breaches. The challenge with

it specifically targets industrial control

and machinery in industrial installations,

SCADA systems is how to distinguish

systems. It blocks software processes that

often rely on “security by obscurity”,

between normal data and potentially

are specific to IACS, which could prevent

reflecting the ingrained mindset that

intrusive data that could cause harm.

operators from monitoring or controlling

since no one knows or cares about

operations. The consequences could be

their communications systems or

“If the intruder uses well-formed protocol

devastating for human lives and for the

their data, they don’t need to protect

messages, the IDPS may not recognize

environment.

it. However, SCADA systems can

it as an intrusion,” explains smart grid

now have widespread communication

cyber security expert Frances Cleveland,

networks increasingly reaching directly or

who is the convenor of IEC Technical

International standards provide solutions

into systems and operations before

indirectly into thousands of facilities, with

Committee 57 Working Group 15 that

to many of these challenges based on

building them, rather than applying security

Many power stations and industrial plants

increasing threats (both deliberate and

develops IEC 62351 standards for power

global best practices. For example,

measures after the systems have been

are not equipped to deal with these

inadvertent) potentially causing serious

system operations.

IEC 62443, is designed to keep OT

implemented. The thinking is that trying to

12
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paying attention to safety, security and the
reliability of processes.

worked in a similar way. What is new

IT vs. OT

appropriate points in the system, while

Scheme includes a programme that
provides certification to standards within
the IEC 62443 series.
In an ideal world, power stations and other
critical infrastructure would be secure-by-

International standards and conformity
assessment

design. In addition to security standards for
key communication protocols, IEC 62351
provides guidance on designing security
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New IEC and ISO Standard will enable
big data adoption across industry
sectors
The IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee which develops international standards for artificial
intelligence (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC 42) has published part 3 of a series of standards for big data

Living in a data world

says Ray Walshe, Project editor of the

The standard notes three important cross-

BDRA standard.

cutting aspects related to data, including:

Search statistics show 40 000 search
queries every second on average, which

Addressing the big data ecosystem

Security and privacy: which relates to
how systems and data are secured

works out at over 3,5 billion searches
per day and 1,2 trillion searches per year

The standard describes the big data

by preserving their confidentiality,

worldwide. Statista market data indicates

ecosystem by defining two viewpoints.

integrity and availability from risk

there are currently 3,5 billion smartphone

Each viewpoint looks at the system from

and how personally identifiable

users sending messages, uploading video

the perspective of its stakeholder group

information (PII) are protected from

and photo content and using other apps

and details the architecture to address

unauthorized use.

on their phones which create data.

their concerns. Specifically:

Management: which concerns how
system components and resources

By Antoinette Price

The main aim of ISO/IEC 20547-3:2020,
Information technology – Big data reference
architecture – Part 3: Reference architecture,
is to facilitate a shared understanding across
multiple products, organizations, and disciplines
about current architectures and future direction.

According to an IDC report, big data and

User view – defining parties, roles/

are provisioned, configured, utilized,

business analytics solutions are expected

sub-roles, their relationships, types of

and monitored.

to reach USD 274,3 billion by 2022.

activities and cross-cutting aspects

Data governance: which covers how

“In a world of digital transformation

of the data being processed. The Big

The report notes that banking, discrete

within a big data ecosystem.

data is controlled and managed

fuelled by insights and analytics, the data

Data Reference Architecture (BDRA)

manufacturing, professional services,

Functional view – defining the

within the system over its lifecycle.

ecosystem is paramount,” said Wael

international standard and its companion

process manufacturing, and federal/

architectural layers and the classes

William Diab, Chair of SC 42. “Big data

series will accelerate the adoption of

central government currently make the

of functional components within

revolutionizes IT systems to efficiently

this enabling technology by providing an

largest investments in BDA solutions.

those layers that implement the

address the needs of the application

architectural framework and common

In addition to the benefits of big data

activities of the roles/sub-roles within

The big data ecosystem is vast and can

domain by considering the characteristics

language for the various stakeholders.”

analytics, there are also concerns around

the user view.

be broken down into three main groups:

Big data providers and consumers

activities that use big data, activities that

the quality and management of data, as
well as how it is generated, used, stored

From the above two views, developers can

provide big data analytics services and

and protected.

select specific implementation approaches

activities that provide data.

and deployment strategies to carry out
The standard will help provide developers

their mission critical functionalities with:

“The goal is to provide a secured reference
architecture that is vendor-neutral,

with an architecture framework for
describing the big data components,

Implementation – covering the

technology- and infrastructure-agnostic to

processes, and systems to establish

functions necessary for the

enable any stakeholders (data scientists,

a common language for the various

implementation of big data within

researchers, etc.) to perform analytics

stakeholders named as big data reference

service parts and/or infrastructure

processing for their given data sources

architecture (BDRA). It’s a tool for

parts.

without worrying about the underlying

describing, discussing, and developing

Deployment – describing how the

computing environment” said Wo Chang,

system-specific architectures using an

functions of big data are technically

Convenor of SC 42 Working Group 2 on

architecture framework of reference, which

implemented within already existing

big data.

would cover requirements, structures and

infrastructure elements or within new

operations inherent to big data.

elements to be introduced in this
infrastructure.

A focus on the big data analytics
lifecycle

“Emerging technology standardization
policy and governance is a high priority

Ensuring data security and privacy

14
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The standard contains descriptions of
some of the common roles and sub-roles

for the European Commission, United
Nations and World Economic Forum.

We generate all sorts of personal data

The ISO/IEC 20547-3 big data reference

when we email friends, purchase products,

architecture provides guidance to users,

pay bills or make online reservations.

The key idea is to let the big data service

consumers, generators, managers

Additionally, data about us is generated,

partner (BDSP) orchestrate how to bring

and integrators of big data in big data

for example, our digital medical files,

in one or more datasets from the big data

systems. Standards like the BDRA are the

which are stored and sometimes shared

provider (BDP) and focus on the analytics

foundation on which future certification,

by different health professionals. It is vital

lifecycle in the big data application

regulation and legislation can be built”,

that all our data remain secure and private.

provider (BDAP). This would be done

associated with big data.
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More about the big data series of
standards

by instantiating one or more instances

a range of practical problems, from

of each sub-role from data collection,

computer vision, speech recognition and

data preparation, data analysis, and

natural language processing to emerging

data visualization without worrying the

technologies like self-driving cars, drug

The ISO/IEC 20547 series offers a

underlying computing environment from

discovery and toxicology and financial

standardized approach to developing

the big data framework provider (BDFP).

fraud detection, to name a few.

and implementing big data architectures
and provide references for approaches.

As the BDFP continues to improve and
enhance, there is no need for re-tooling for

As AI algorithms continue to advance,

ISO/IEC TR 20547-1 gives an overview

BDAP analytics tools and analysis.

many industries are reaping the benefits

of the reference architecture framework

of these technologies: customer

and a process for applying that framework

recommendations seek consumer

in developing big data applications.

patterns, retailers use augmented reality

ISO/IEC TR 20547-2 provides a collection

(AR) and virtual reality (VR) functionality in

of big data use cases and breaks these

advertising, robotic assistants in surgical

down into technical considerations for big

environments and hospitality industries for

data reference architecture development.

instance hotel and tourism.

ISO/IEC 20547-4 describes the security

The standard will help
provide developers with
an architecture framework
to describe big data
components, processes, and
systems.

and privacy aspects unique to big data.
The dependence of AI on good quality

ISO/IEC TR 20547-5 provides a list of

data for training purposes is matched by

standards and their relationship to the

“The beauty of using this BRDA approach

big data, which has the means to provide

reference architecture that architects and

is that it will enable us to transform BDAP

such data quality. This is especially the

implementers can consider as part of

into big data analytics as services (BDAS)

case when dealing with varieties of data

the design and implementation of their

as our next step to explore how BDAS

from multiple data sources in order to

system.

can support traditional analytics, such

create an integrated data source for

as statistical analysis, classification, etc.

AI consumption. SC 42 continues to

Additionally, ISO/IEC 20546 provides a

AI machine learning and deep learning

develop work in both areas with a suite

conceptual overview of the field of big

analytics,” said Chang.

portfolio of AI and big data standards

data with a set of terms and definitions for

that can enable scalable analytics as a

establishing a common understanding of

AI has demonstrated its machine learning

service to support future AI analytics and

what constitutes big data.

and deep learning capabilities by solving

systems’ needs.

Cyber security for broadcasters –
a permanent priority
International standards, industry recommendations and cooperation between broadcasters
can help build resilience to cyber threats
By Morand Fachot

Broadcasters, and media companies in general,
have been increasingly targeted by cyber attacks
from a wide range of actors in recent years.
Standardization organizations, IEC in particular,
the broadcasting and media industry, and
professional associations work together to try to
thwart these attacks and, failing this, to mitigate
their impact. In some countries, such as the
US, the government considers broadcasters
part of the critical infrastructure, owing to their
ability to keep the public informed in event of
emergencies.

Targets and motives

Attackers can be rival broadcasters,

August 2019 and January 2020. The tools

political or business interests upset with

may include phishing (TV5Monde), DDoS

coverage that may decide to carry out

(N1 TV and SVT) or ransomware (M6).

cyber attacks to disrupt broadcasters’
operations. The most notorious cyber

Perpetrators and tools

attack on a broadcaster was that carried
out in April 2015 on French international

In all these cases state actors, business

channel TV5Monde, an attack that

interests and criminal groups were later

nearly destroyed its entire infrastructure.

identified as being behind these attacks.

More recently, one of France’s largest

However, identification is complex and

multimedia group, M6, was the target

time-consuming as perpetrators conceal

of a ransomware attack in October

their identity in what has become known

2019, Swedish public broadcaster SVT,

as “plausible deniability”. In the case

Serbia’s independent N1 TV channel, a

of TV5Monde, initial claims for the very

CNN affiliate, and Ukraine’s Black Sea TV,

sophisticated attack, apparently carried

among several others, reported having

out via phishing, were made by the Cyber

been targeted by cyber attacks between

Caliphate, a group allegedly linked to the

Broadcasters are attractive targets for
state, non-state actors and organized
crime as any attack becomes public, is
amplified and may attract more attackers.
In addition to being content distributors,

Broadcasters make attractive
targets for hackers (Photo: Andy
Leung from Pixabay)

broadcasters are content providers,
producing or commissioning valuable
content, often for entertainment, as such
their content may be of interest to many.
Furthermore, parts of the broadcasters’
infrastructures cannot be totally insulated
from the outside world, as new work
practices, from news gathering to editing
and distribution, are computer-based
and need to be widely shared between
collaborators. Also, broadcasters must
maintain access to some of their content
to the wider public, a potential vulnerability.
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so-called Islamic State. Following lengthy

connected media devices that have a low

Industrial-process measurement, control

investigations France’s national cyber

security threshold. Recent off-the-shelf

a n d a u t o m a t i o n , a d d re s s e s O T

security agency ANSSI announced months

components and devices may not meet the

vulnerabilities linked to operations and

later that the attack had been carried out

latest adequate cyber security measures

systems, such as Industrial Automation

by a group known under various names,

or include available software updates or

and Control Systems (IACS). These

including APT28 (Advanced Persistent

security patches protecting them, to a

standards are referenced as essential for

Threat 28) or Fancy Bear, said to be linked

certain extent, against cyber threats. The

the broadcasting sector in the NAB guide

to Russia’s military intelligence agency,

multiplicity of systems potentially at risk from

to broadcasting cyber security, as well as

the GRU. The cost to the broadcaster

cyber attacks, means that broadcasters

in recommendations published by industry

exceeded USD 15 m in lost equipment

and media content providers must protect

bodies, such as broadcasting unions.

and additional security measures. The

against a wide range of threats and mitigate

Other technologies such as artificial

motive for the distributed denial-of-service

their impact, should they succeed in

intelligence (AI) and machine learning

(DDoS) attack on N1 TV may have been a

penetrating and compromising systems.

(ML) can both be used to disseminate

business dispute or political. Interestingly,

The human factor, is another weak link

and thwart cyber attacks. IEC and ISO

it was paid for and “subcontracted” to a

in the cyber security chain. Some of the

established the first international standards

China-based operator. The DDoS attack

most effective attacks, such as the one

committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42, that

on SVT was an example of foreign actors

that targeted TV5Monde, use social media

is looking at the entire AI ecosystem,

attempting to influence SVT reporting,

engineering to manipulate people and lure

addressing among others, issues

according to the broadcaster.

them into divulging confidential information,

concerning trustworthiness, privacy and

such as passwords.

security. Industry associations, such as the

Vulnerabilities – Protecting assets and
content

Digital Production Partnership (DPP) or the

Working in silos: not an option!
Standards and recommendations matter

In recent years broadcasters (and media

New standard under development aims
to minimize facial recognition errors
Biometric AI application use continues to grow as diverse industries adopt the technology
By Antoinette Price

From border controls, unlocking smart devices
and enhancing retail security, to trials by some
credit card companies for authenticating
payments and hotels for checking in, the
number of applications using facial recognition
will continue to increase.

face recognition algorithm, nowadays built
with artificial intelligence (AI) technologies,
is used to extract identity-related features
from the image. These features can then
be matched against features previously
extracted from other images. These might
reside in a database, for example.

Association for International Broadcasting
(AIB), work on cyber security. The AIB has

Facial recognition is being used in an ever-

set up a Cybersecurity Working Group.

The need for standards

content providers) have come to rely

Central to the protection of the

increasingly on IT, the Internet, internal

broadcasting sector everywhere are

The broadcasting unions have also

and web-connected networks for content

international standards developed by

developed their own recommendations

Facial recognition technologies are

issuance, but it is also used for building

production, storage and delivery (including

IEC to protect IT and OT systems, and

such as the WBU Cyber Security

complex and error rates remain significant

access and border control, and in law

now cloud applications for workflow,

industry-wide recommendations. The

Recommendations for Media Vendors’

depending on the imaging process and

enforcement investigations.

editing and storage, and to ensure

US National Association of Broadcasters

Systems, Software and Services, to

subject. As deployment and user numbers

resilience and continuity of services in case

(NAB) published a Guide to Broadcasting

mitigate third party and supply chain

increase, these errors will become more

of cyber attacks), but also on traditional

Cybersecurity, which lists some types of

risks. The European Broadcasting

prevalent without significant modernization

operational technology (OT). As a result,

incidents affecting broadcasters and draws

Union (EBU) has developed several

of capture procedures.

protecting content production, storage

on the National Institute of Standards

recommendations, such as: R160, on the

and delivery of broadcast and multimedia

and Technology (NIST) “Cybersecurity

management of observed vulnerabilities

IEC and ISO work together to develop

known user – a false negative - or they can

services from cyber threats relies on

Framework” to make recommendations

in media equipment; R148, cyber security

international standards for ICT through

incorrectly associate different users – a

generic “dumb” cameras are used that

protecting both IT and OT systems. To

for protection against cyber attacks. The

recommendation on minimum security

their Joint Technical Committee

false positive. These outcomes depend on

naively accept poorly presented images.

do so, broadcasters around the world

NAB guide followed by broadcasters

tests for networked media equipment;

(ISO/IEC JTC 1). Subcommittee 37 covers

the properties of the input photographs.

have taken a number of steps, which

elsewhere, lists recommendations and

and R161, on responsible vulnerability

biometrics and has begun work on the

include the implementation of international

standards to protect from risks the

disclosure policies for media companies,

new ISO/IEC 24358 Standard.

standards, such as those developed by the

following categories linked to: Internet

among others.

IEC, and well-established good practices,

access, file content delivery, news and

industry-specific recommendations, and

production, broadcast networks/firewalls

cooperation between regional unions and,

and partners. The ISO/IEC 27000 family

globally, within the World Broadcasting

of Standards for IT service management,

between broadcasters will reduce the

Unions (WBU), and other professional

developed by IEC and ISO Joint Technical

number of successful breaches and

organizations.

Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27:

mitigate their impact, but they will not stop

IT security techniques, is the absolute

them. They provide a framework for better

A weak link is that many broadcasting

reference, while the IEC 62443 series

cyber security developed by global experts

companies, like other sectors, rely on

of standards, developed by IEC TC 65:

and based on best practices.
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increasing array of applications. The main
ones are in passport and driving license

Why do we need a standard?
Face recognition systems occasionally

Photo tagging in smart phones uses facial
recognition

make mistakes. They can fail to match a

So this standard conceives of face-aware
In particular, an image can be degraded

cameras tightly coupled to image quality

by image quality aspects such as poor

assessment measurements made in

e-tech spoke to Patrick J. Grother, who

exposure or blur, or by aspects of how

real-time. In so doing, it aims to bring to

Inter national standards, industry

leads the work of SC 37, to find out more

the subject presents to the camera e.g.

face recognition at least the maturity that

recommendations and cooperation

about the new standard.

by looking down, or by making an unusual

characterizes fingerprint and iris acquisition.

facial expression. These possibilities

Those modalities benefited from the outset

motivate the new ISO/IEC 24358 Standard.

from the use of devices that are aware of

It aims to minimize facial recognition errors

the characteristic they’re trying to acquire –

by defining a new generation of cameras

friction ridges and circular structures in the

Facial recognition is a process. It starts

that understand the image they’re trying to

eye respectively. Face recognition has only

with taking a photograph of a face. Then a

collect. The current situation is that often

recently begun to see use of face-aware

What is facial recognition and where is it
being used?
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cameras, particularly in e-Passport gates

Technical committees

Some technical issues include:

and mobile phones.

process make mistakes, especially when
Face-blind cameras – Most face

So the camera will understand the face,
what other capabilities will it have?

Humans involved in the facial recognition
image quality is poor:

images are collected using cameras

Making plans for the IoT
How IEC is paving the way for IoT systems to interoperate

that are not face-aware. This contrasts

Integral role of human adjudication –

with the situation with fingerprint and

In identification applications such

This standard is about making a new

iris biometrics where sensors enable

as watch-listing, human reviewers

generation of smart cameras, technically

explicit awareness of the kind of

determine whether hypotheses from

better cameras. A big part of that, for

image that should be collected. One

automated search algorithms are

multiple reasons, is to acquire images at

simple consequence is that some

false positives or true positives. In

higher resolution. We know that a lot of

images include two faces, perhaps

verifications, similarly, humans review

cell phones can take very high-resolution

from someone in the background or

rejections to determine false or true

photos and lots of cameras have very high

from a t-shirt. Such occurrences can

negative.

resolution, more than you usually need and

undermine recognition.

Human role undermined by

that information turns out to be useful for

Reliance on imaging design

automated systems – Automated

multiple reasons. By requiring collection of

specifications – Faces are largely

and human face recognition operate

higher resolution images, the new standard

collected using cameras set up

with different kinds of images.

aims to allow face recognition algorithms

according to a documentary

Humans need high resolution views,

to access more fine-grained information

standard, regulating geometry and

whereas automated algorithms are

in faces. This information supports

photography. Also common is for

largely built around standardized

IoT systems are already used in smart

accurate facial recognition of twins

photographs to be collected without

relatively low-resolution frontal views.

grids and standardization is required, for

(contemporary systems won’t distinguish

any quality assessment, relying

Typically, the low-resolution images

instance. Our joint working group with

between identical twins), improved human

only on the photographer to check

are used in human adjudication

The IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee

TC 65 is working on those aspects. In

adjudication of photos for example to

conformance.

processes because high resolution

(ISO/IEC JTC 1) produces consensus-based

the health sector, constructive links have

support courtroom testimony, and also

Quality assessment is separated

images were never collected.

international standards for information

been established with IEC TC 124, which

better detection of “attack” images (e.g.

from collection – In many cases a

and communication technologies (ICT)

prepares standards on wearables. The

from spoofing attempts).

photograph is collected and later

As mentioned earlier, this standard

for business and consumer applications.

submitted to a backend server,

specifies properties of next-generation

It established Subcommittee (SC) 41 in

where it is assessed for quality. If

biometric face capture subsystems

2016 to develop standards for the Internet

poor quality is detected (by human

intended to improve the suitability

of Things (IoT). e-tech caught up with its

or automated means), re-capture

of photographs for automated face

Chair, François Coallier, to ask him what

ISO/IEC 21823-1 and ISO/IEC 21823-2.

is initiated hours or days later, with

recognition, reduce the variability in those

trends are expected to impact its work in

A lot more work will have to be put in at

attendant expense.

photographs, improve support for human

the years ahead.

the lower levels, when we start going into

Poor presentation – The largest

face identification, and impede tampering

drivers of recognition failure arise from

and illicit modification of photographs.

This standard specifies
properties of next-generation
biometric face capture
subsystems.

What are some of the other drivers?

subjects not making frontal, neutral
expression, eyes-open presentations

It also includes specifications for new

A growing number of civil identity

without eyewear, with their faces

functionalities for face image capture

management and law enforcement

in the correct position. Such

subsystems that target the quality of

applications are using vast numbers of

occurrences are inevitable when using

images. Its primary role is in collection

face images, which could later serve

non-face-aware cameras.

as references. There are also new

Reliance on gains in face recognition

programmes using facial recognition, such
as the European Union for biometric exit

By Catherine Bischofberger

What is in the future for IoT standardization?
François Coallier, who leads the work by IEC and
ISO in this wide-reaching area, answers some of
our questions.

group with the IEC Systems Committee for
Smart Energy and we will also be working
with IEC TC 57, which standardizes
power system management systems.

François Coallier, Chair of IEC and ISO
Subcommittee 41 for Internet of Things and
related technologies

subommittee will be looking at consumer
technology in a second phase. There is
a giant need for standards – it is the wild
west out there!

Some experts already call the IoT the
Intelligence of Things. What is your view?

the different application areas.

What is your standardization strategy for
IoT, as it is a game-changer in so many
different areas?

Artificial intelligence is creating a

Which areas will you focus on initially?

fundamental shift in the technology for IoT
systems. Sensors, which are becoming

Smart manufacturing and the industrial IoT

smarter, generate a huge amount of data

It is a complex topic. SC 41 started by

(IIoT) are key areas for the subcommittee.

which can be filtered and aggregated.

developing standards which promote

We set up a joint working group with

The sensor is connected to other parts of

of pristine face images from cooperating

level-one generic interoperability. At that

IEC Technical Committee 65, which

the system and that is one of the reasons

subjects that are suited to reside in

level, these documents are technology

prepares standards for industrial-process

why systems engineering is so important

accuracy – Face recognition

an authoritative enrolment database.

agnostic and horizontal. We need to make

measurement, control and automation. We

in SC 41. One of the crucial issues is the

algorithms are heavily researched

Additionally, it addresses other issues,

sure that we have the same framework

are looking at the convergence between

quality of the data. It is the “garbage in,

confirmation. The United States is piloting

and accuracy gains have been

for example, it adds support for forensic

and that we speak the same language

operating technology (OT) and information

garbage out quandary”. If you feed AI

face for exit in airports, while in India, the

documented. However, there is not

human adjudication; it formalizes

in all the different areas impacted by

technology (IT). We have established a

learning systems corrupt data, then the

Aadhaar programme has started allowing

the same research in face image

compression; includes protection against

IoT. These generic standards are ISO/

liaison group on the IIoT.

result will also be corrupt no matter how

face recognition for authentication.

quality improvement.

image manipulation and tampering;

IEC 30141 which establishes a common

merges printing processes.

vocabulary and architecture as well as,

Another priority is smart energy. We are

a need for performance standards to help

more recently, interoperability standards

in the process of forming a joint working

to measure the quality of the data.
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Can you explain how trustworthiness is a
guiding principle for cyber security?

Is distributed computing always more
secure that central cloud computing?

What about blockchain?

Sure. IoT is not a technology but uses many

It is a more resilient system. I will give

with ISO/TC 307, which was established to

technologies. The system engineering

you an example: traffic lights in a city. If

standardize blockchain. We are currently

focus inside SC 41 means that we are

there is a problem with the connectivity

writing a technical report and we plan

taking existing systems and trying to make

of the traffic light system in the cloud,

to transfer the standardization work on

them more complex, so that more services

you will need each light to have its own

blockchain to an eventual joint working

can be provided. The big challenge is that

form of computing in order to be able

group because we need expertise from

by making the systems more complex, you

to work even when the global system is

both sides – IEC as well as ISO.

use more and more IT and the question of

not working. The idea is to have layers

trust arises. Instead of only focusing on

of intelligence. Your traffic light may not

security, which is only a part of the picture,

talk to the cloud directly but to an edge

engineers and experts in various fields need

system or application which gives it more

We are working on a second edition

to build systems that are trustworthy. A

autonomy. Your traffic lights could also be

of ISO/IEC 30141, which will be more

system which is resilient is trustworthy.

using a smart architecture which enables

complete than the current edition. It

different lights to talk to each other and

will include references to distributed

reconfigure if they have a problem.

computing, for instance. We will be

We have built a study group in cooperation

Security incidents will always happen but

The Intelligence of Things
Artificial intelligence is changing the IoT
By Catherine Bischofberger

What are your immediate plans?

For many experts, the Internet of Things (IoT)
will become the Intelligence of Things during
the coming decade, improving and disrupting
our lives in equal measure.

AI-enabled cloud, or even distributed

this new trend the Intelligence of Things

computers and servers (edge computing),

and many expect it to bring huge benefits,

where the vast quantity of data they supply

starting with the business sector.

we need to make sure that, despite these

aligning with the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010

incidents, key processes are resilient. It’s a

standard which establishes a common

machine learning technology, based on

architecture for systems and software. We

increasingly powerful algorithms, will

expect the new edition of ISO/IEC 30141

help to make sense of the data and

One of the immediate challenges for

One of the most important trends that

automatically act in response to the

businesses and companies is the sheer

has already started to impact businesses

findings. Experts anticipate that intelligent

quantity of data generated by individual

and consumers is the merging of

devices will become elements within a

sensors which is difficult to manage with

artificial intelligence (AI) technology with

collaborative web of intelligent things, with

conventional business intelligence and

IoT systems. Sensors measure various

minimal human intervention. Moving on

analytics tools. New machine learning

parameters and are connected to an

from the Internet of Things, pundits call

systems will be able to automatically identify

system engineering challenge and requires
a holistic approach, looking at different
layers and finding ways to makes some
areas, which are key, more secure than
others. This is where distributed or edge
computing comes in.

Artificial intelligence is
creating a fundamental shift
in the technology for IoT
systems.

to be issued in a couple of years.

is stored. In the very near future, new

Analyzing data and acting on it

Machine learning systems help to analyze data
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Technical committees

abnormal patterns in the data supplied and

of ISO/IEC Subcommittee (SC) 41, which

“One of the unique things about what IEC

alert when things deviate from observed

prepares standards for the IoT explains:

and ISO are doing through SC 42 is that

norms without requiring an advance set

“It’s the rubbish in/rubbish out quandary.

we are looking at the entire ecosystem

up by human operators. In other words,

If you feed a learning system data that is

and not just one technical aspect,”

AI-enabled IoT systems can automatically

corrupt you will not have a good result no

says Wael William Diab, who heads the

surface relevant insights in the gigantic

matter how powerful the algorithms are.

subcommittee.

flood of data that would otherwise be totally

But that is where performance standards

overwhelming. This enables businesses

can help, by enabling users to monitor the

to better monitor the supply and demand

quality of the data, for instance.”

Addressing cyber security concerns
By Natalie Mouyal

intervention, which in turn generates cost-

SC 41 publishes several key documents that

connected devices become, the more

savings. Such systems will ideally help to

help to standardize the emerging industries

likely they are to be targeted by cyber

detect safety issues in smart manufacturing

impacted by the IoT and the intelligence

attacks. International standards offer

plants and automatically deal with them.

of things. For instance, ISO/IEC 30141

solutions that can be applied across a

This could save precious time and identify

provides a global reference architecture and

wide range of areas. The ISO/IEC 27000

faults that may not have come to light – a

common vocabulary for the IoT. )

series of standards, among many other

bonus for employees and workers, as well

things, helps to protect IT systems,

as customers.

ensuring the free flow of data in the

expected to enable consumer connected

An update on the work of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35 on user interfaces

The more intelligent, autonomous and

chain and deliver goods, with less human

In the home, these systems will be

The complexities of communicating with
machines

IoT will become the
Intelligence of Things during
the coming decade.

virtual world. The IEC 62443 series offers
a layered, defence in depth framework
that applies to a wide range of industries

Our lives are surrounded by machines for tasks
ranging from the mundane to the complex. We
rely on them to help us with our daily chores
and to make better choices. They allow us to
communicate with friends and colleagues,
source new information and entertain ourselves.

and critical infrastructure environments.

devices to not only notify the owner or

The IECEE (IEC System of Conformity

ring alarms, say when a fire starts in the
oven for instance, as most smart systems

Algorithms are only as good as their

Assessment Schemes for Electrotechnical

already do, but also shut off the oven, the

developers. Machine learning can

Equipment and Components) includes a

But how do we communicate with

whole power system in the home and call

reproduce sexist and racist bias from

programme that provides certification to

machines? In the field of computer

the fire brigade.

the real world. Examples include image

standards within the IEC 62443 series.

technology, human to machine interfaces

recognition software that fails to identify

In addition, ISO/IEC 27001 is now part

have progressed from the use of punch

Similar examples could be found to

non-white faces correctly. This occurs

of the approved process scheme that

cards to onscreen textual commands

describe the near future in areas including

when the scientists who develop the

provides for the independent assessment

and graphical user interfaces. Recent

health and medical, transport, and the

algorithms unwittingly introduce their own

and issuing of an international IECQ (IEC

developments have incorporated touch

ICT (ISO/IEC JTC 1) established a

We would like to make sure that people

power industry. The possibilities seem

prejudices into their work.

Quality Assessment System for Electronic

screens and voice commands commonly

subcommittee that provides standardization

can control or navigate their devices using

Participants at the most recent ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35 meeting

Components) certificate of conformity for

used with digital assistants, tablets and

in the field of user system interfaces

a visual, auditory or tactile modality. For

Unavoidably, however, there are downsides

Biases can influence the way a medical

organizations that have demonstrated

smart phones. Human auditory, visual,

(ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35). It seeks to provide

example, we can use our voices, body

associated with these new systems and

sample is collected by not including

compliance with the relevant standards

and tactile senses are being exploited to

standardized and user-friendly interfaces for

movements or gestures similar to those

it is better to acknowledge them now

some members of the intended statistical

and/or specifications.

interact with our digital environment.

all users, including those with accessibility

we use with our smartphones as interfaces

rather than later, so the challenges can

population, for instance. This could result

issues or with special needs, and ensure

in a standardized way. What we would

be addressed. And that is precisely where

in building an algorithm used for medical

The IEC is the only organization in the

As these technologies become more

that the interfaces can be adaptable across

like to do is ensure that such interfaces

international standards can help.

diagnosis, trained only on data from one

world to provide an international and

widespread, however, all members of

cultural and linguistic barriers.

serve all users, including the ones with

subset of the population.

standardized form of certification which

society should be able to participate.

endless and the gains immeasurable.

Standards useful to mitigate
detrimental effects

specific needs.

deals with cyber security. As “things”

Consideration must be given to ensure

e-tech recently spoke with the Chair of

Another ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 is

become more intelligent, with all the

that access to IT devices is equitable

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35, Khalid Choukri,

In addition, our work specifically

addressing many of these concerns. It is

benefits and disruption entailed, the case

and inclusive, including for those with

to learn more about the subcommittee’s

addresses culture adjustability and

One of the drawbacks of these new

looking into a wide range of issues related

for consensus-based widely adopted

special needs. This not only helps to

standardization work.

linguistic compliance. This is one of our

systems is that machine learning is

to trustworthiness as well as robustness,

standards as well as independent

ensure wider product adoption but also

only as good as the data provided. IEC

resiliency, reliability, accuracy, safety,

international conformity assessments

facilitates access to societal and business

and ISO together develop international

security and privacy within the context of AI.

systems cannot be overstated.

opportunities for everyone.

main objectives. We try to go beyond

Tell us about the work of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35

recommendations on developing user
The SC 35 committee focuses on

standards for information technologies
through a Joint Technical Committee

An essential project is the development

More than 20 years ago, the IEC and

standardization of user system interfaces

(ISO/IEC JTC 1). François Coallier, Chair

of a big data reference architecture.

ISO Joint Technical Committee for

in the ICT environment.
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Technical committees

Keyboards are an example of an ICT
interface that is commonly used. What
has the subcommittee standardized in this
area?

Technical committees

We are also considering keyboards with

accessibility needs and ISO/IEC 30071-1

characters that could be used as an

which provides guidelines for developing

interface for sign language. For example,

accessible ICT products and services.

we could consider having a machine that

We have adopted a holistic approach and

generates avatars for sign language that is

would like to make sure that organizations

The initial standards that we published

then converted into speech or translated

developing these products and services

addressed keyboards using different

into another language.

are aware of the requirements surrounding

types of script. One of the tasks was to
Increasingly, users interact with their

use different scripts in a multilingual

computers through voice commands.

Moving forward, we need to make

environment.

What standardization work is underway

content easy to read and easy to

to convert text into audio and vice-versa?

understand. Today, if you read text, your

However, the problem remains on how you
We have worked since 2015 on the

as your background, level of education,

if you are working on your keyboard in

possibility to convert text into audio

your language skill, but also your visual

English, how can you easily switch to

information but also audio into text like

capacities. Content may be complicated

a French language keyboard? This is

we see with subtitles and captioning.

because it uses specific jargon or difficult

something that we are working on now.

We would like to have the audio

to read because the characters are small,

We are currently in the process of updating

descriptions standardized with some

or the colour contrasts selected.

the ISO/IEC 9995 series to address new

explicit requirements. Our corresponding

national keyboard requirements as well

guidelines, ISO/IEC TS 20071-21, are under

We now need to consider how we can

as develop new sections to complement

review to account for recent developments.

help with these issues. For example, if

and ease multi-language keyboard use

I am reading a text, characters should
In terms of text to speech, we need to

be at a suitable size, a dictionary should

address speech detection. We have an

be easy to access so that words can be

initial standard for voice command which

defined or translated when I scroll over

we developed several years ago but

them. At a next stage, such possibilities

now we would like to work on a more

should also be available when we convert

sophisticated voice recognition project

text to audio.

We are working on standardizing tactile

that can consider human and machine

keyboards and I think that we will definitely

interaction using continuous speech.

be moving to other haptic modalities

Research is making a tremendous

The joint IEC and ISO technical

progress in a new area known as

subcommittee

affective computing which seeks to

standardization in the field of user system

bring together computational technology

interfaces (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35) has

and human emotions. Efforts include

recently set up a new working group on

finding ways to forecast a user’s mood

affective computing. The Chair of ISO/IEC

(happiness, anger, depression, etc.)

JTC 1/SC 35, Khalid Choukri, spoke with

and enabling robots and computers to

e-tech about the group’s current work.

that

provides

modulate their responses based upon
the emotional input received.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
One of our working groups is looking at

which seek to improve the world by 2030.

augmented realities. We need to ask how

speech interaction using full duplex which

How does your work fit into these goals?

interfaces can be seen or felt with VR

means that the speaker can speak at

and AR using gloves or other wearable

the same time as the machine. There is

SC 35 contributes with several standards

devices. For VR keyboards, we could

no interruption needed to, for example,

to the UN SDGs, in particular for issues

imagine swiping or actual touch. A new

push a button after asking the machine a

related to the following: Quality education,

project has been set up that will look into

question, which can be unnatural.

Decent work and economic growth,

haptic interfaces for wearable devices.

Industry, innovation and infrastructure and
Accessibility is an important topic.

Reduced inequalities.

We are all familiar with tactile or touch

Since 2014, SC 35 has represented

screen through our use of smartphones

JTC 1 accessibility in a number of

Our work is important for access to

and tablets. But we could think about

standardization organizations. What has

education. We are also focusing on users

extending this to other devices such

been accomplished and are there new

with special needs such as the elderly or

as cameras that could, for example,

projects planned?

those who work in multilingual contexts,

identify gestures or a keyboard that is a

while carefully monitoring the needs of

type of hologram. In 2015, we published

SC 35 has published a number of standards

ISO/IEC 30113-1, the first in a series of

related to accessibility. We have recently

standards for gesture-based interfaces.

published ISO/IEC 29138-1 on user

Issue 02/2020 I e-tech

The science fiction movie Her tells the story
of a man who falls in love with the virtual
assistant on his computer’s operating system.
The assistant is personified through a female
voice and, using artificial intelligence, can learn
and evolve as typified through the complexity
of the conversations. While this movie is based
upon technology that does not exist, it does
address questions about human relationships
with machines.

Much attention has been given to the UN

with the expected growth in virtual and

26

By Natalie Mouyal

understanding will depend on factors such

switch between languages. For example,

Haptics uses technology to stimulate the
senses of touch and motion. Are these
areas of interest for your group?

Standardization work in the field of affective computing

accessibility.

design the layout so that people could

worldwide.

Machine readable emotions

industry for standards.

(Photo: Gino Crescoli from Pixabay)
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Technical committees

Using affective computing

Technology focus

caller is sweet, cynical or has a sense of

He further notes that “we also need to

humour”.

be ethical in the way we process data.

Call centres can be a source of frustration

Whatever decision made by the system

for many people. Long wait times,

An additional complexity for affective

must be explainable. We need to include

automated responses and endless rounds

computing is understanding cultural

trustworthiness in our systems”.

of soothing music can result in a negative

differences. Choukri explains that “we

customer experience. Attempts to reduce

need to ensure that machines are culturally

The SC 35 working group is currently

costs and customer wait times have

and linguistically adjusted to understand

examining emotional characteristics and

resulted in the use of automated bots to

such differences as a happy or unhappy

specifically how data is gathered and

respond to customer queries.

Norwegian compared with an Arab

identified. This work is expected to take

American”.

several years. “There is a lot of research

Choukri explains: “Imagine contacting
a calling centre because you are upset
about an error with your invoice. Managing
this conversation would be very different
from a conversation where you call to say
how happy you are because of the extra

Material efficiency during the product use and waste phases
By Natalie Mouyal

in affective computing but also a lot of

Affective computing
seeks to bring together
computational technology
and human emotions.

gigabytes that they have given to you.

controversy on issues like what kinds
of emotions we can identify in human
interaction. It is a very challenging project”,
says Choukri.
Further challenges include the diversity of

The mood of the person calling, whether

affective characteristics and the way to

happy or upset, should be taken into

Another issue may arise with the difference

consideration by the interface”.

in language skills. For example, Choukri
notes that machines will need to be able to

interpret and reply to these characteristics.

decipher the language of native and non-

and virtual assistants that have enhanced

native speakers. “A non-native English

SC 35 is currently in the final stages of

empathy, greater interaction and the ability

speaker cannot be expected to enunciate

developing the first part of a standard,

to transform emotions into data. Research

like the British”.

ISO/IEC 30150, on the user interface
for affective computing. This first part

seeks to enable computer technology

Challenges in collecting data

The circular economy calls for a radical shift in
production and consumption. Continual cycles
recover and restore products, components and
materials through strategies such as reuse,
repair, remanufacture and, ultimately, recycling.
It is a systemic approach to managing resources.

Development of a new standard

Affective computing can allow for chatbots

to better understand and manage the

Applying standards to the circular
economy

The circular economy is a broad concept

Material efficiency is an essential part

that includes social and economic

of the circular economy. It consists of

aspects that are beyond the scope of IEC

the preservation of materials by making

standardization work. However, the IEC

products more durable and repairable. It

can address aspects related to the use

also facilitates the recovery and recycling

and preservation of materials, i.e. aspects

of material at the end of the product life.

related to material efficiency.

The ultimate objective of material efficiency

Make, use and waste hierarchy
Promote

provides a model for affective computing
user interfaces and areas where further

conversation.
One issue that needs to be addressed

standardization will be needed. While

As Choukri notes, “a very good customer

is the collection of the data that will be

it does not specify the implementation

call system should be able to understand

needed to train algorithms in affective

of affective computing, it is intended for

if a customer is unhappy and needs to be

computing. Much data will be needed but

developers of systems that want to meet

put in touch with a senior manager. Or if

it must be collected in an ethical manner.

the needs of diverse users.

the customer just needs a basic service.

As Choukri explains, “we cannot really

It should also be able to understand if the

push people to be upset”.

Consume less (natural) resources

Design products to last longer

Longer product life
using less (raw)
materials

Reuse/repair/upgrade

Refurbish/remanufacture

Lifetime extension of
products and parts

Recycle
Useful purpose of
materials at EoL

Landfill

Make and
use phases
Waste phases

Recover (e.g. energy)

Dispose

Avoid
Copyright @ IEC, 2020
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is to keep materials in use for as long as

resale, delivery and installation of the

owners, manufacturers should also facilitate

IEC TR 62635 with information on

in products is currently under vote.

Board (SMB) on issues related to the

possible – and potentially forever.

product.

upgrades of soft- and hardware and the

product end of life, including the

TC 111 is also preparing a standard

environment, including the circular

removal of sensitive data. Also, parts

recyclability rate calculation.

covering principles of product circularity

economy and material efficiency. ACEA

Material efficiency can be placed into a

Hierarchy in the waste phase

should be designed to endure multiple

IEC TR 62824 with guidance about

in environmental conscious design while

has been informing the IEC community

cleaning and dis- and reassembly cycles.

material efficiency considerations in

TC 62 and TC 2 are developing standards

about the circular economy and the role

the eco-design of products.

on the refurbishment of medical equipment

of standards.

and rotating machinery, respectively.

hierarchy during a product’s use and waste
phases. The most favourable strategies

When a product reaches the waste phase,

call for the design of products associated

much of the value of the material has

Products should be designed for an

IEC 62309 which examines the

with a longer product life using the least

already been lost since the product is no

efficient end-of-life. This means that useful

dependability of products containing

amount of natural resources, while the

longer in use.

materials and components can be easily

used parts.

New standards covering requirements

with ACEA Taskforce lead Jens Giegerich

and safely recuperated by, for instance,

IEC 63077 which specifies

for material efficiency in the design of

recently held an IEC Academy webinar,

making the product easy to disassemble.

the process for ensuring the

products, such as circular ready design,

which provided an overview of the

performance and safety of

are needed and plans are underway to

key principles of the circular economy

refurbished medical imaging

start such standardization work in the IEC.

and material efficiency and how they

least favourable strategies represent the
loss of a material resource by incinerating

While it is possible to keep the materials

the material and recovering its energy. In a

of the product in use through recycling, a

truly circular economy, landfills are not an

significant loss in the value of the product

acceptable option.

has occurred. Recycling should therefore

Hierarchy in the make and use phases

How standards can help

ACEA Chair Solange Blaszkowski together

equipment.

be viewed as an option of last resort

The IEC is examining the requirements for

since significant amounts of resources

material efficiency.

are impacting standardization. The full

Educating the IEC community
Additional standards are currently under

audio and presentation of the webinar,
including answers to questions submitted

development. For example, in TC 111 a

The Advisory Committee on environmental

by participants, are available on the IEC

The highest value is given to strategies

recycle the materials themselves, but also

To facilitate products to last longer,

proposal for a new standard to assess

aspects (ACEA) provides guidance

website.

associated with longer product life and the

to make a new product from the recycled

standards are needed to ensure

the proportion of reused components

to the Standardization Management

minimal use of natural resources. Products

materials.

that, amongst others, product safety,

and energy will be necessary not only to

should be constructed to consume

performance and reliability are sufficiently

the least amount of resources and be

As can be expected, the greatest loss

taken into account. Issues such as

designed to last for very long periods

of materials occurs when the material is

data removal and security must also be

of time. In the use phase, strategies are

incinerated and the energy recovered, or

considered as products are reused and

identified to keep materials in use by

when it is disposed in a landfill since it is no

change ownership. Moreover, a holistic

extending the lifetime of a product.

longer in use: the circular cycle is broken.

approach is needed to ensure that the

Strategies associated with making the

Designing products for material
efficiency

detrimental to areas such as product

is possible by designing products that

Manufacturers can address material

Legislation is expected to require the

make use of fewer raw materials and that

efficiency when designing their products.

increased use of used parts as well

can last for very long periods of time.

Each stage of the use and waste

as products that can more easily be

phases of a product should be taken

repaired or remanufactured. We will

Strategies associated with the use

into consideration to allow for material

need standardized methods and tools to

phase of the products are developed

efficiency to be facilitated.

assess aspects such as the proportion of

protection of the environment is not
product can be extending the lifetime of

safety, EMC and performance.

products or using less raw materials. This

such that the lifetime can be extended

reused components or recycled content

through for example, reuse, repair and

In the design phase, manufacturers

in a product, and how to assess the ease

upgrades, as well as refurbishment and

should consider the materials used in the

(or difficulty) with which a product can

the remanufacture of products. However,

construction of a product. For example,

be repaired or remanufactured. Also,

repair is preferred over refurbishment since

they can try to reduce the amount of

standards will be needed to guarantee

the product is only minimally changed

materials used by optimizing the product

the properties of the used material, as

and thus fewer resources and energy

design, and by selecting recycled materials

well as to define the requirements for parts

are needed. With a repair, the product

or reused components. Focusing on the

reliability.

provides the same function, and resources

use phase, products should be designed

are only used to bring it back to working

in such a way that their lifetime can be

Within the IEC, several committees have

condition. With refurbishment, however,

extended by making them easy to repair

developed standards that support material

additional resources are needed to bring

and upgrade or reuse. Since products

efficiency for electrical and electronic

the product to its original condition in

will be reused (including refurbishment or

products. Some examples include:

addition to the resources needed for the

remanufacture), and thus have multiple
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Understanding halogen use
The role of standards in defining halogenated materials*
By Natalie Mouyal

Role of standards

industry due to its flame, moisture and

Because the incineration of halogenated

abrasion resistance. Other halogen-based

materials releases toxins into the

compounds have been developed for their

atmosphere, risks of creating a toxic waste

IEC, along with other standards

ability to withstand specific chemicals and

environment exist in countries where the

development

solvents. The halogen-derived compound,

disposal of electrical and electronic goods

environmental performance programmes,

fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), is

is not well managed.

is developing standards for the

and

quantification of halogen content in

often used for the insulation of cables given
its ability to withstand high temperatures.

organizations

As a result, some countries have put in

products.

place regulations to restrict the use of
In many cases, halogenated materials can

certain hazardous substances. In Europe,

However, inconsistencies exist in the

provide essential product performance at

some halogenated compounds have

terminology used as well as in the test

a lower cost compared with alternative

been restricted because of their high

methods and requirements. Different terms

solutions.

toxicity. In 2018, IEC issued a new edition

like halogen free, non-halogenated, zero

of IEC 62474 on hazardous materials

halogen and low halogen are sometimes

reporting. As part of this standard,

used to express similar halogen content.

IEC maintains a database of relevant

Different limits for halogens are sometimes

But concerns are mounting
Halogens are generally considered to be any
of the group of five chemical elements of the
periodic table consisting of fluorine (F), chlorine
(CI), bromine (Br), iodine (I) and astatine (At).
This group of elements had traditionally been
known as Group 7A and is currently referred to
as Group 17.

Modern utilization of halogens is extensive.

Why are halogens used?
While halogens can provide many benefits,

regulations related to halogen substances

used despite applying the same term. In

and bromine), drinking water (chlorine and

The widespread use of halogens in

they are also associated with risk. Halogen

in electrical and electronic products.

some cases, similar terms are used when

fluorine), toothpaste (fluorine) as well as in

electrical and electronic products can

compounds, if ignited in a fire, release

table salt (chlorine). Apart from astatine,

be attributed to three factors: their

corrosive and toxic gases. During World

In addition, a number of IEC technical

traces of halogens can be found in the

performance properties, relative low

War I, halogens were an active ingredient

committees have developed standards

The reasons for these discrepancies are

human body and are considered essential

cost and abundance of the raw material.

in the infamous mustard gas which caused

that include criteria to limit the amount of

varied. For example, the terminology

for good health.

Most notably, halogens are used as

blindness and suffocation.

halogens in applications where safety in

may be specific to certain categories of

case of fire needs to be safeguarded, such

products or may have been developed

as with electric cables.

when certain kinds of data were not yet

They are used in swimming pools (chlorine

flame retardants since some halogen-

referring to different halogen types.

Halogens are also used widely in electrical

derived compounds provide extremely

In what is considered to be the worst

Halogens are widespread and abundant

and electronic products. For example,

high resistance to heat which can limit

disaster in telecommunications history, a

in chemical compounds and are found in

they can be found in printed circuit boards,

combustion in a fire.

fire broke out at the US-based Hinsdale

More recently, halogens have come under

variety of terminology in existence and the

such natural sources as the sea (chlorine,

components such as connectors, ion

Central Office, a telephone switching

scrutiny given the looming scarcity of

definitions of the terms creates confusion

bromine and iodine) as well as in volcanoes

batteries, electrical cables as well as in

The popular halogen-based compound,

centre, in May 1988. Resulting in a loss

resources and the increased attention

within industry and its supply chain.

and fumaroles.

the plastic cases around television sets

polyvinyl chloride (PVC), is one of the most

of service to thousands of customers,

given to the recycling of materials such

and mobile telephones.

widely used plastics in the electronics

the heavy smoke from the fire caused

as flame retardants. In Europe, legislation

Guidance is needed in order for the

extensive damage to equipment. The

has been put in place that limits the

terminology used for halogen-related

central process of the phone switch,

use of halogenated flame retardants in

provisions to be uniform and clear.

although not directly involved in the fire,

certain plastics such as those used for the

Careful consideration is also needed

needed to be replaced due to the effects

enclosures of electronic displays.

when selecting test methodology to

available. Regardless of the reasons, the

of acid corrosion.

determine halogen content. The IEC
Manufacturers have also begun to address

Advisory Committee on Environmental

Toxic fumes emitted by halogen

concerns with certain halogen substances

Affairs (ACEA) is developing a Guide for

compounds are another reason for

by developing products with limited halogen

standards developers on this topic.

concern. In addition to the material

content. However, the terms employed

damage caused by the Hinsdale fire, toxic

to describe the halogen content are not

Halogens, as a whole, cannot be classified

fumes emitted by the burning electronics

standardized and can often have different

as being a material of concern. Rather,

resulted in chemical fume inhalation by

meanings depending on the manufacturer,

the identification and classification of

some firefighters. Similarly, a devastating

the industry or the products for which the

halogens into specific risk groups must

fire at a subway station in Daegu, South

material is being used.

be defined based upon a scientifically

Korea in 2003, resulted in a toxic black

sound approach.

smoke which prevented firefighters from
entering the station to rescue victims for
over three hours.

*This information provides a general
overview about halogens. It is not intended
to serve as an official IEC position.

The halogens chlorine, bromine and iodine (Photo: W. Oelen on Wikicommons)
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Conformity assessment

IEC has a new Executive Secretary
for IECEE and IECRE Conformity
Assessment Systems

IECEE covers 23 electrical equipment

line with this structural change which is an

operational with a positive response from

product categories for which some

urgent task for this year.

the market, and we are steadily increasing

70 technical committees develop
We have also welcomed our new

certification schemes. In our view, there is

Chair, Alistair Mackinnon, whom we are

a very strong need for the standardization

supporting as he learns the ropes.

side to keep horizontal topics on a
horizontal level. In other words, develop
standards covering a horizontal topic

Interview with Wolfram Zeitz

our portfolio of offered services.

the standards we use in our different

This sector is driven by a lot of research

What will the main focus be for each
renewable energy sector?

rather than applying and implementing

By Antoinette Price

Marine energy

and development activities and is
still operating on the level of technical
specifications, so the mid-term goal will

the standard in slightly different ways in

The three sectors are at different maturity

also be to implement standards once

the vertical silos.

levels.

they are published. Another target is to

We need the Standardization Management

Wind energy

implement recognized test laboratories
Board (SMB) to give clear guidance to TCs

Wolfram Zeitz took up his new role in January
2020 as Executive Secretary for IECEE, the IEC
System of Conformity Assessment Schemes for
Electrotechnical Equipment and Components
and IECRE, the IEC System for Certification to
Standards Relating to Equipment for Use in
Renewable Energy Applications.

What do you hope to achieve for IECEE this
year?

conformity assessment solutions to the

growing. In the area of cyber security,

that horizontal topics can be referenced

The wind energy sector has successfully

we have implemented the IECEE cyber

in standards, which are vertical, but they

managed the transition phase between

security certification programme and

should not reinvent the wheel.

old conformity assessment documents

IECEE is a well-oiled system with few

issued some certificates already, but

operational issues, however, one task

there is still a lot of ground to cover. One

for this year is to prepare for the future.

major challenge is that some regions do

Several system relevant positions will have

not see the need to have a scheme that

We have made some changes which

changes in leadership, including the Chair

is valid worldwide; they prefer regional

of our Peer Assessment Committee and

and national schemes. This is a challenge

and certification bodies and to offer
market soon.
Solar PV energy

and certificates based on the already

What are the overall goals for IECRE?

withdrawn IEC 61400-22:2010, into

This sector presents an entirely different

reports and certificates issued based on

situation. The current deliverables need to

the rules and processes of the IECRE

be rethought to better fit market needs. We

have allowed us to achieve stability,

Conformity Assessment System. We can

defined them to include many mandatory

so we will continue the work we have

see an increasing number of test reports

elements rather than having more flexibility

two Policy and Strategy Co-chairs. We are

for global manufacturers, who sell their

started. We have also changed our overall

and certificates issued under the IECRE

for optional elements. In reality, our CBs

With a background in electrotechnical

also starting to look for candidates for the

products around the world, and won’t

structure which I feel brings more clarity.

system. At the same time the wind sector

and inspection bodies often find that their

engineering, Zeitz has almost 20 years

new Chair of IECEE for 2022, to enable

benefit from a regional/national-only

We have moved away from operational

is including various new competence

clients only need parts and step by step,

of experience in testing and certification

the prior year-long hand over.

solution as much as they would from a

management committees for each of the

areas into the system to offer the industry

rather than the whole package at once.

truly international solution. We’ll need to

three RE sectors, to one decision-making

a broader portfolio of tested and certified

The PV sector is now in the process of

ensure our governmental stakeholders

authority, which is the management

aspect. One of the latest competence

redefining the deliverables, which will take

are aware that international solutions are

committee meeting of the overall

areas, which has been very successfully

time. The challenge will be where to split

needed.

membership (REMC). The result is less

launched, is blade testing. I can testify

it into parts, what will the interfaces be,

for product safety of diverse electrical
and mechanical products. He has been
involved in the IECEE CB scheme from

How are innovative technologies impacting
certification?

the outset of his career, as an IECEE CB
Certifier and IECEE Technical Assessor.

The number of connected and smart

administration work for the secretariat so

first-hand, it’s more than impressive to

and once this has been decided, we will

The digitalization and the progressing

we can save costs as the system grows,

see a test facility performing tests on

have to rewrite the operational documents

Zeitz has profound knowledge and

interconnectivity of industrial and personal

by reducing the effort we must spend. We

huge wind turbine blades. In summary it

describing them.

practical experience on laboratory

appliances provides new opportunities as

still need to update system documents in

can be said that the wind sector is truly

management systems based on

well. IECEE is looking into more and more

ISO/IEC 17025, which covers general

potential conformity assessment services

requirements for the competence of

related to networks, such as Time Sensitive

testing and calibration laboratories, and

Networks, and communication and radio

ISO/IEC 17065 which covers conformity

aspects of connected appliances.

appliances, devices and systems is

assessment requirements for bodies

Are there any challenges?

certifying products, processes and
services within the IECEE CB Scheme. He
also brings expertise in ionization radiation,

Some of the areas we cover are

laser radiation and lightning protection.

considered horizontal topics, like cyber
security, functional safety and in the future,
artificial intelligence, which need to be

e-tech spoke with Zeitz about his new role
and vision for 2020.
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Wolfram Zeitz, Executive Secretary for IECEE and
IECRE

addressed for many products, systems
and services.
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Workshop promotes the many benefits
of IECRE marine energy certification
MET-CERTIFIED held first certification workshop in Latin America

Scheijgrond works with the Dutch Marine

“It was a really useful and fun training. We

The facilities are well suited for testing

Energy Centre which manages the MET-

had two groups to discuss the pros and

models of offshore renewable energy

CERTIFIED project. He is Convenor

cons of certification. Despite the cons

systems, such as (floating) offshore wind

of the IECRE Marine Energy Working

raised, the overall consensus concluded

turbines, wave energy systems, tidal

Group on Scope of certification, and

that certification is not a matter of if but

turbines and offshore floating solar.

chairs the Dutch mirror committee to

rather when”, said Scheijgrond.

develops international standards for

The highlighted pros included:
An ever-increasing demand for electricity,

marine energy, including wave, tidal and

By Antoinette Price

other water current converters.

Twenty-two participants from Chile, Costa
Rica, Colombia, Mexico, Dominican Republic
and the US took part in the MET-CERTIFIED
project workshop on IEC standardization and
certification of marine energy convertors, to
explain the marine technologies sector of IECRE,
the IEC System for Certification to Standards
Relating to Equipment for Use in Renewable
Energy Applications.

About IECRE

IEC Technical Committee 114, which

Allowance for comparison of devices

and the need to reduce fossil fuels power

Safer investments for banks making

generation, have led to rapid development

“The results are very encouraging. We’ve

it easier to get funding

and growth of the RE sector. IECRE was

had interest from participants representing

De-risks partnerships around

established in 2014 because of the need

test and research infrastructure in Costa

technology development

to address the specific requirements within

Rica, Mexico and Chile to become

Quality assurance from any country

this sector, which are not covered by the

The event was held during Pan American

building and strengthening research and

observers or members of IEC TC 114.

Enables global trade

existing IEC Conformity Assessment

Marine Energy Conference, PAMEC

development ties in the Americas, and

Furthermore, a US research institute

Increases customer/ end user

Systems.

2020, in San Jose, Costa Rica from 26–

globally.

attendee is considering applying for the

confidence

IEC Young Professionals programme.

Provides baseline for testing, design

IECRE aims to facilitate international trade

Costarrican Electricity Institute (ICE) and

“The workshop was a great success,

We also had a suggestion to develop

documents and modelling

in equipment and services for use in RE

PAMEC association and provided a forum

not only in raising awareness of the need

a standard for salinity gradient resource

Researchers – baseline for

in the marine, solar photovoltaic (PV) and

where those at the forefront of technology

for and many benefits of marine energy

assessment from a Colombian participant,

improvement

wind energy sectors, while maintaining the

development in the sector met, interacted,

certification through the IECRE System,

while the International Renewable Energy

Saves developers time and reduces

required level of safety.

shared their latest knowledge and

but in terms of engagement and interest

Agency (IRENA) participant talked about

costs

debated new ideas and issues pertinent

to follow-up in the different countries”,

promoting the importance of international

to wave, offshore wind, ocean thermal

said Peter Scheijgrond who manages the

certification in future publications”, said

Some of the cons noted were: cost risk,

energy conversion, salinity gradient and

EU MET-CERTIFIED project.

Scheijgrond.

favouring of technologically advanced

MET-CERTIFIED is funded by the

countries which increases gap between

European Interreg 2 Seas programme

developed/developing countries, lack

for low carbon technologies, and is

of consideration for local conditions, no

co-financed by the European Fund for

The workshop is part of a strategy to build

guarantee of financial benefits or loans,

Regional Development (ERFD) for the

relationships with end-users of certification

and the fact that standards development

period September 2016-December 2019.

products and better understand their

takes too long and lags behind advances

Additionally, the Ministry of Economic

needs for certification.

in technology.

Affairs in the Netherlands, Province of

One of the specific aims was to increase

Visit to IMARES facilities

28 January. It was coordinated by the

tidal energy conversion, with a focus on

Building relationships

About MET-CERTIFIED

South-Holland and North-Holland and
the participation of Latin American

the Belgian Province of West Flanders are
offering financial support.

service providers, such as test facilities

Participants visited the state-of-the-

and certification bodies in IEC and IECRE

art facilities at IMARES (La Unidad de

related activities, through membership

Ingeniería Marítima de Ríos y Estuarios).

or active application of the certification

IMARES research aims to improve the

PA M E C

system.

quality of design of coastal works and

membership and supports research and

support the management of marine and

development of renewable energy from

coastal ecosystems. It uses an innovative

the ocean’s tidal currents, waves, ocean

The need for certification

More about PAMEC association
association

has

global

wave tank and wave and currents flume

thermal current (OTC) salinity gradient

One of the break-out sessions encouraged

technologies, which cover: determining

(SG), and offshore wind, particularly

participants to discuss their work and

wave conditions and extraordinary

floating offshore wind in the Americas.

experience to date in relation to the pros

flows, flood zones, erosion danger and

and cons of certifying marine energy

sediment transport.

equipment and services.
iMARES wave flume showing a side view of a test set up for an underwater break water solution to mitigate coastal erosion
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In store

In the next issue

Living in a direct current
world

IEC and the UN SDGs

New edition of key standard for industrial switches
By Catherine Bischofberger

Switches are adapting to a DC world
(Photo: Siemens)

Many IEC Standards are paving the way for
a direct current (DC) world. The most recent
edition of foundational standard IEC 60947-1
for industrial switches and controlgear, includes
much improved testing specifications for DC.

New specifications for DC

IEC TC 77, which prepares standardized
requirements and test methods in order

Karl Hiereth, Convenor of the working

to reduce EM emissions to an acceptable

group responsible for publishing and

level and ensure sufficient EM immunity

updating general rules standards inside

for electrical and electronic devices and

TC 121 commented on the standard:

systems. When they change certain

“All the DC devices we use, as well as

standards, we must change ours as well.

the increasing reliance on renewable

IEC TC 121 standards must also stay in

Most of the devices we use in our

energy, require voltage switchgear with

line with EU regulations”, Hiereth says.

homes, offices, healthcare facilities,

DC capabilities. This edition of IEC 60947

greenhouses or data centres can operate

can be used for DC testing – in that

The IEC 60947 series of standards is widely

on direct current (DC). As renewable

sense it is a performance standard – but

used around the world by manufacturers

energies such as sun and wind produce

it also deals with safety aspects, when it

of switchgear equipment for industrial

DC power, several technologies are

comes to materials testing and insulation

purposes as well as by electric power

seeking to use DC from generation

coordination, for instance. It is a generic

utilities. “Around 50 participating members

right through to consumption, without

publication, which means that every

are involved in preparing this and other

ever converting to alternating current

product standard in the IEC 60947 series

switchgear standards from all around the

(AC). This includes battery-operated

can refer to it. Having such a generic

world, including South Africa and Egypt”,

equipment, electronics, computers,

standard avoids the multiplication of

says Hiereth.

LED lighting, electric vehicles and

individual specifications”.

more. In a conventional electricity

In the next issue of e-tech we focus on the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and in particular how IEC International Standards
IEC TC 121 also works with IEC TC 111:

underly many of the technologies that can help ensure and even accelerate their achievement. From energy access to cyber security,

network, power is transmitted over long

One of the factors that requires testing is

Environmental standardization for electrical

new technologies for education to managing resources and ensuring the safety of workers in explosive environments, international

distances using alternating current (AC).

insulation for DC electricity transmission,

and electronic products and systems,

standards and conformity assessment are key to supporting the implementation of the SDGs.

But DC is becoming a viable alternative,

which has to be different than for AC. “We

notably when it comes to materials

as more and more distributed power

used to think we could apply AC insulation

declaration. “We refer to IEC 62474, which

systems emerge to complement the

to DC but our experts have decided that we

is a key generic standard for materials

uni-directional transmission from power

need to test specific insulation requirements

and substance declaration. We use the

station to end-user. Moving from DC to

for DC”, Hiereth adds.

example of a circuit breaker to show

DC without converting electricity to AC
is more energy efficient. Little or no loss
of energy is experienced, contrary to

people how to proceed.”

Working with other technical
committees

what occurs when converting one form
of current to another.
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Maintenance of the standard will continue.
Hiereth expects a future edition to

The standard is also updated for

deal with topics such as terminals for

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)

aluminium connections and harmonized

requirements. “We liaise closely with

measurement for power losses.
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